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Abstract. Global estimates of the solar photospheric magnetic field distribution are critical for space weather forecasting. These global maps are the essential data input for accurate modeling of the corona and solar wind, which is vital for gaining the basic understanding necessary to improve space weather forecasting models. We are now testing the global photospheric field maps generated by the Air Force Data Assimilative Photospheric flux Transport (ADAPT) model as input to the Wang-Sheeley-Arge (WSA) coronal and solar wind model. ADAPT incorporates data assimilation within a modified version of the Worden & Harvey photospheric magnetic flux transport model to provide an instantaneous snapshot of the global photospheric field distribution compared to that of traditional synoptic maps. In this paper we provide an overview of the WSA and ADAPT models, plus discuss preliminary results obtained from WSA when using a traditional versus an ADAPT photospheric field synoptic map as its input.

1. Introduction

Solar magnetic fields associated with coronal holes that extend into interplanetary space play a key role in the dynamics of the heliosphere. Coronal hole magnetic fields significantly influence the structure of the solar corona and solar wind dynamics. Since the coronal magnetic field is not readily observable, models are required to estimate the magnetic field configuration of the corona, and by extension, the solar wind. Global maps of the observed photospheric magnetic field distribution serve as the primary input to these models. The WSA model (Arge et al. 2004) is an example of such a model. WSA’s coronal component can readily determine the 3D structure of the magnetic field, while its solar wind component can provide the speed and the interplanetary magnetic field polarity of the wind at any location in the inner heliosphere. It has become abundantly clear that coronal models are highly sensitive to the large number of problems (e.g., residual monopoles) and uncertainties (e.g., at the poles) in the global maps used to drive them (e.g., Arge & Pizzo 2000; Riley et al. 2006; Hoeksema et al. 1983). Improving the accuracy of these maps is thus essential for reliable modeling of the state of the corona, heliosphere and by extension, the solar wind-magnetosphere interaction. While WSA is simpler than the more advanced 3D MHD models (e.g., MAS and BATS-R-US), it is sensitive to all the problems and uncertainties found in the magnetic field data that advanced models are prone to. This along with the fact that WSA runs quickly and gives results very similar to those obtained from more sophisticated models (e.g., Neugebauer et al. 1998; Riley et al. 2006) makes it ideally suited for testing new and
improved driver data such as that provided by the ADAPT model (Arge et al. 2010). In the following sections we review the WSA and ADAPT models. Additionally, preliminary differences between coronal parameters obtained from WSA based on traditional Carrington and ADAPT map data input are discussed.

2. The WSA Model

The Wang-Sheeley-Arge (WSA) model is a combined empirical and physics based model of the corona and solar wind (Arge & Pizzo 2000; Arge et al. 2003, 2004). It is an improved version of the original Wang and Sheeley model (Wang & Sheeley 1992, 1995). WSA uses ground-based line-of-sight observations of the Sun’s surface magnetic field as its input. The photospheric field map is then used in a magnetostatic potential field source surface (PFSS) model (Schatten, Wilcox, & Ness 1969; Altschuler & Newkirk 1969; Wang & Sheeley 1992), which determines the coronal field out to 2.5 solar radii (R$_s$). The output of the PFSS model serves as input to the Schatten Current Sheet (SCS) model (Schatten 1971), which provides a more realistic magnetic field topology of the upper corona. Only the innermost portion (i.e., from 2.5 R$_s$ to between 5 and 30 R$_s$) of the SCS solution is used. An empirical velocity relationship (e.g., Arge et al. 2003, 2004) is then used to assign solar wind speed at the chosen outer boundary positioned between 5-30 R$_s$. It is a function of two coronal parameters: (1) flux tube expansion factor (f$_s$), and (2) the minimum angular separation at the photosphere between an open field footpoint and the nearest coronal hole boundary. These parameters are determined by starting at the centers of each of the grid cells on the outer coronal boundary surface and tracing the magnetic field lines down to their footpoints rooted in the photosphere. The flux tube expansion factors are calculated using the traditional definition f$_s$ = (R$_{ph}$/R$_{ss}$)$^2$[B$_{ph}$/B$_{ss}$] (e.g., Wang & Sheeley 1992), where B$_{ph}$ and B$_{ss}$ are the field strengths, along each flux tube, at the photosphere (R$_{ph}$ = 1R$_s$) and the source surface(R$_{ss}$ = 2.5R$_s$), respectively. The model provides the radial magnetic field and solar wind speed at the outer coronal boundary surface and these values are then fed into a solar wind model such as the simple WSA 1-D modified kinematic solar wind model (Arge et al. 2004) or even advanced 3-D MHD model solar wind propagation models such as Enlil (e.g., Odstrcil et al. 2004) or LFM-helio (e.g., Pahud et al. 2009).


To date the solar magnetic field has only been recorded for approximately half of the solar surface at any given time. Since the rotation period of the Sun as observed from the Earth is approximately 27 days, any global (or synoptic) map of the solar magnetic field includes data more than 13 days old. These global maps are typically constructed by remapping full-disk magnetograms into heliographic coordinates defined by a fixed rotation rate, typically 27.2753 days (commonly referred to as Carrington synoptic maps). One of the key drawbacks of these maps is that space and time are mixed, since any element of longitude represents the averaging of many magnetograms for periods up to 10 days with no correction of, e.g., differential rotation.

The goal of solar magnetic flux transport models is to provide an estimate of the instantaneous global spatial distribution of the solar magnetic field. These models strive to evolve the synoptic map magnetic flux by incorporating rotational, meridional,
and supergranular diffusive transport processes when and where measurements are not available (e.g., Worden & Harvey 2000; Schrijver & DeRosa 2003, and references therein). Including flux transport aids to minimize potential non-physical monopole moments that periodically occur in Carrington synoptic maps near the solar eastern limb edge of newly merged observed data, and especially during periods when the solar polar regions are not well observed from the Earth.

3.1. Magnetic Flux Transport with ADAPT

The magnetic flux transport model used with ADAPT is a modified version of the Worden and Harvey (WH) model (Worden & Harvey 2000). To date, flux transport, as well as traditional Carrington maps, assimilate new data by simply inserting or blending directly with the evolving model. These blending methods make simplifying assumptions about the accuracy of the data and model. The ADAPT flux transport model, however, incorporates various assimilation methods within the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) data assimilation framework. ADAPT has the option to use either an ensemble least squares (EnLS) estimation (Bouttier & Courtier 2002) or Kalman filter (Evensen 2003) technique. The initial implementation and testing of the Kalman filter proved to be challenging with the bipole nature of solar magnetic data. So, while finalizing the Kalman filter code, the current implementation of ADAPT uses the EnLS method:

\[ X_a = X_f + \omega (y - H(X_f)) \]

where \( X_a \), \( X_f \), \( \omega \), and \( y \) represent the analysis, model forecast (background), weight, and observation values, respectively. The observation operator, \( H \), is 1 for observation pixels otherwise zero. The weight, \( \omega \), is defined as \( \omega = \sigma_f^2 / (\sigma_f^2 + \sigma_y^2) \), where \( \sigma_f^2 \) and \( \sigma_y^2 \) are the variances of the model ensemble and observed data, respectively.

The WH flux transport model and the LANL data assimilation codes are now fully integrated after significant effort (Arge et al. 2010). The modified WH version allows for the hemispheric differential rotation and meridional flow model parameters to be decoupled. In addition, the modified WH model within ADAPT includes an ensemble of model realizations using different model parameters constrained by the estimated errors of each parameter (e.g., such as meridional drift). The model ensemble is beneficial in two significant ways. First, the ensemble variance is utilized to estimate the model error required by the LANL data assimilation framework. Second, comparing the different ensemble members individually with observations (e.g., solar polar field observations and coronal holes) will provide feedback to determine the magnitude and time dependent behavior of large scale magnetic flow patterns such as the meridional drift rates in each hemisphere.

Additional modifications to the WH model include, for example, how supergranular diffusion is modeled. For sub-daily cadence, the previous WH supergranular diffusion method behavior resulted in flow patterns that had the potential to change abruptly. The new method utilizes continuously varying pixel values initialized randomly from a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance 1. The values are perturbed smoothly within this range for small time steps up to the maximum time step (i.e., the selected mean supergranule lifetime). Though there is not enough space here to adequately explain how the values are scaled (this will be detailed in a subsequent paper), the new method results in a slowly changing flow pattern.
4. Polar Fields: Preliminary Validation of ADAPT

One key metric for model parameter feedback is the evolution of the polar magnetic field. Measurements of the line-of-sight field near the Sun’s poles are often highly unreliable because of their close proximity to the limb and because the Sun’s rotation axis is inclined $7.25^\circ$ to the ecliptic plane. Field measurements at the solar limb are difficult because only a small component of the field vector is directed toward the observer. This is further complicated by the highly variable horizontal magnetic field signal that becomes increasingly prevalent near the limb (Harvey et al. 2007). In addition, the observed tilt of the Sun from Earth has the effect of rendering one of the poles unobservable for months at a time. Unfortunately, coronal models are exceptionally sensitive to the data located at the solar poles (Arge & Pizzo 2000).

Models such as ADAPT overcome this problem by incorporating key transport processes (i.e., meridional drift and supergranular diffusion) that fill the poles naturally with magnetic flux from lower latitudes. Since the polar fields change slowly over time, ADAPT has the real potential to realistically model the time dependent flux distribution at the poles. Figure 1 shows a preliminary comparison between Mount Wilson Solar Observatory (MWO) measurements of the polar fields when they are well observed (dots with associated error bars) and the field values at the poles as determined by ADAPT (solid lines). This very preliminary result (e.g., using a fixed meridional flow rate for both hemispheres) is very encouraging and demonstrates that model can remain consistent with observations for extended periods of time. In the near term, we plan to use various metrics (e.g., polar field strength and coronal hole boundaries compared with observations during the past 3 to 6 months) to select the best model parameters for each hemisphere.
5. Preliminary WSA results using ADAPT Maps

WSA results are compared using global magnetic maps from ADAPT and standard Carrington as input. As shown in Figure 2, the photospheric field distribution seen in the two input maps (middle left and right plots) are significantly different from one another. In comparing the standard photospheric field Carrington map on the left with the corresponding ADAPT map on the right, it is evident that they differ more and more as one moves toward their right-hand edges. The maps are similar on their left sides because this is where the data have been recently merged into both the maps. The right side of the maps is located on the far-side of the Sun where no new traditional magnetogram data are available. The two maps differ so significantly here because the ADAPT model has evolved the fields using the WH flux transport process, while this is not done in standard Carrington maps and the fields are as they were when they crossed central meridian several days in the past.

Figure 2. (a & d) Global coronal field polarity at 5 R\textsubscript{s} from the WSA model using a National Solar Observatory (NSO) Carrington map (b) and an ADAPT map (e) as input. Outward (Inward) directed field indicated by white (black) areas. The red (or white in c & f) plus signs near the equator mark the daily positions of the sub-earth point. (c & f) Coronal holes as determined by the WSA model. The field polarity at the photosphere is indicated by the light/dark (positive/negative) gray contours, while the colored dots identify the foot-points of the open field lines at the photosphere. The dot color indicates the solar wind speed at 5.0 R\textsubscript{s} as predicted by the model. The black straight lines identify the connectivity between the outer (open) boundary located at 5.0 R\textsubscript{s} and the source regions of the solar wind at the photosphere (1.0 R\textsubscript{s}).

The maps seen at the top of Figure 2 are the radial magnetic field on a spherical surface positioned high (5 R\textsubscript{s}) in the corona as determined by the WSA model. There are only subtle morphology differences between the two maps, but the field tends to simplify significantly high up in the corona. The bottom images in Figure 2 show the coronal holes (colored dots) as predicted by the WSA model. Substantial differences are evident in the sizes, shapes, and positions of the open field regions (coronal holes) even on the left side of the maps where the input maps to the model are most similar.
Coronal holes are major sources of the solar wind and these results clearly demonstrate that traditional Carrington maps do not produce the same coronal structure as that obtained using a more realistic, instantaneous snapshot of the global photospheric field distribution.

6. Summary

In this paper, we reviewed the WSA model and the magnetic field maps traditionally used to drive it, plus introduced photospheric flux transport models and the newly developed ADAPT model. Coronal output from WSA using ADAPT generate maps as its input was compared to that obtained from a traditional Carrington map. The preliminary results reveal substantial differences in the sizes, shapes, and positions of the model derived coronal holes when using the two different types of input maps and suggest that traditional Carrington maps do not produce the same coronal structure as that obtained using a more realistic, instantaneous snapshot of the global photospheric field distribution. We also showed that the ADAPT model has the capacity to reproduce the observed polar fields over extended periods of time. Now that ADAPT is working as input to WSA, we plan to do a more thorough validation of the model. For instance, we plan to compare WSA model output with EUVI STEREO observations.
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